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The main point of this work is to study the interplay
between lexical, syntactic and intonational marking
in the codification of evidentiality and epistemicity:


Evidentiality: marking of the source
information of the statement or question.





of

the

Direct evidentials (visual and aural),
Indirect evidentials (inferential and quotatives).

Epistemicity: expression of the speaker’s certainty
about the truth value of his/her proposition
(evaluation of evidentiality).
(De Haan 2001)
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Evidential or epistemic markers can be of different
nature: morphological (affixes), syntactic (word order),
lexical (choice of a specific verb or particle) and prosodic
(intonational contour).


Evidentiality: morphological markers (díiga apé-wi ‘He played football (I
saw it)’ in Tuyuca), lexical markers (Disque a filla da Antonia marchou á
Coruña vivir co mozo ‘Apparently Antonia’s daughter went to live with her
boyfriend’ in Galician).



Epistemicity: lexical markers (That would be my roommate in English),
prosodic markers (the absence of the ¡ feature in the nuclear accent H+L*
in Majorcan Catalan yes-no questions).

(De Haan 2001, Papafragou et al. 2007, Cruschina and Remberger 2008, Gravano et al.
2008, Vanrell et al. 2010)
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Questions and bias:


Ladd (1981) distinguishes between two different readings in yesno questions: the Outside-negation (ON) reading and the InsideNegation (IN) reading.



ON reading: the speaker assumes the proposition expressed to be true
and he/she asks for confirmation.
IN reading: the speaker has just realized that what is said by the
interlocutor contradicts his/her assumptions and uses the question to
check this new inference.

The dichotomy between ON and IN reading is not so much
refined to capture the possible inferences involved in yes-no
questions (Büring and Gunlogson 2000).
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Büring and Gunlogson (2000) claim the importance of the
contextual evidence: evidence that is available to the
conversational participants.




This definition exludes private beliefs of the participants as well as common
knowledge which has been introduced in the common ground earlier on in
the conversation, or which is there as a matter of convention.

Positive polar questions p are not completely neutral, but show
an incompatibility with contexts that provide compelling
evidence against p.

Sudo (2010) claims that there is another kind of bias
involved in yes-no questions, the epistemic bias.
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Sudo (2010) proposes two different kinds of bias:





Evidential bias: evidence available in the current discourse.
Epistemic bias: speaker’s belief/expectation or what he/she takes to be a
norm.

Part of the biases must be grammatically encoded by the
particles no and desho in Japanese rather than derived from
pragmatic principles (see Reese 2007 for a similar claim).
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Different studies about Sardinian yes-no questions
demonstrate:






Presence of particles such as a or nachi (na(rat) chi SAYC)
heading yes-no questions (A benis a jocare chin mecus? ‘Do you
come to play with me?’; Nachi benis a mandigare? ‘Apparently
you come to eat?’).
Use of fronted constituents (Mandicatu as? ‘Have you eaten?’,
Ello inoche sese? ‘Are you here?’, Mortu in s’ispidale est? ‘Did he
die in the hospital?’).
Use of different intonational contours (¡H+L* L%, H+L* L% and
H*+L L% in the ToBI system).

(Contini 1976, Schirru 1982, Jones 1993, Puddu 2000, Cruschina and Remberger 2008,
Remberger 2010, Vanrell et al. 2011)

Goals


Sardinian language constitutes a good test case to
investigate
the
role
of
the
lexicosyntactic/intonational
markers
in
the
expression of epistemic/evidential bias:


To determine what kind of bias (epistemic or
evidential) is codified by the different markers.






Regarding evidential bias, we will investigate the visual and
aural source.

To investigate the interplay between lexicosyntactic
and prosodic markers.
To figure out the effect of the negative/positive and
non-specified
bias
on
the
use
of
the
lexicosyntactic/prosodic markers.
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Task:


Discourse Completion Test

(Kasper and Dahl 1991, Cohen 1996, Beebe and Cumings 1996, Prieto 2001, Nurani 2009, Prieto
and Cabré (coords.) 2007-2011)

Speakers are presented with a series of situations and then they are
asked to respond accordingly.
I.e.; You are supposed to take your younger sister to the football field,
but you are in a hurry. Ask your friend if he could take her.
Potential question: Would you bring it to him/her?







Survey based on Sudo (2010) and Armstrong (in
preparation) – combinations of +/-, non-specified evidential
and epistemic bias (also visual evidential bias).
3 female speakers (Ittiri), age 60-70 (mdn= 66).
Final data base: 24 situations x 3 speakers= 72 contours
(randomly presented).
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Methodology production
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Negative
evidential bias
Positive evidential
bias
Non-specified
evidential bias
Visual negative
evidential bias
Visual positive
evidential bias

Una ‘e carrela t’at nadu chi fut andende a sa
butica, t'at preguntadu si cherias calchi cosa
dae inie. Tue nd’as aprofitadu, e l'as nadu de
tiPositive
comporare sas caramellas poNegative
sa ‘ula, chi ti
Non-specified
dolet meda. Su problema est chi a bortas su
epistemic bias
epistemic
bias
epistemic
li naras nche li essit dae conca., li
Has unu pagu de tusciu e,chi
tot’ind’una,
preguntas
faeddende cun una ‘e
carrela,si no t’at batidu sas caramellas,
pessende
chi fossis si nd’est ismentigada.
incumintzas a intèndere unu
iscrafinzu
a ‘ula. Pregunta-li si at una caramella.
A neighbor has said to you that she is going
to suddenly
the pharmacy and she has asked you
You have a little cough and
whether
you needed something from there.
while you are talking to the
neighbor,
Youon.
have
you feel a sore throat coming
Askasked her to bring cough drops
because
her whether she has a cough drop. you have a sore throat. The problem
is that sometimes she forgets what you
requested her. When she comes back from
the pharmacy, you ask her whether she is
bringing the cough drops while you are
Est sa
die de
sushe
compleanno
thinking
that
forgot it. tou, e
un’amiga ti dat unu regalu imboligadu.
Dae sa forma de su pacu, pessas chi
podet èssere un lìberu, e bi lu
preguntas, si est unu lìberu.
It is you birthday date and a friend of
yours gives you a wrapped present.
From the shape of the package, you
think that it is a book and ask it to
him/her.

bias
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Analysis:




Presence of lexicosyntactic markers: particle a,
nachi, fronted constituents, negation.
Prosody: Sard_ToBI

(Vanrell et al. 2011)



Pitch accents: ¡H+ L*, H+L*, H*+L

¡H+L*


H+L*

H*+L

Boundary tone: L%
L%
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Annotation in Praat (Boersma and Weenink
2011)

Results: non-specified
evidential bias


The combination of non-specified evidential bias
and non-specified epistemic bias (unbiased yes-no
questions) is expressed through the marker a (100
%) and the nuclear configuration ¡H+L* L% (83 %).



When there is epistemic bias (positive or negative),
we find the use of fronted constituents (83 %) with
the intonational pattern H*+L L- (91 %).

Non-specified evidential bias:
examples
Non-specified epistemic
De tumatas, a nd’as?
‘Do you have tomatoes?’

bias

¡H+L* L%

Positive epistemic bias
Cussu lìberu dei munitzìpiu,
‘atidu mi l’as?
‘Have you broght the book from
the city council?’

H*+L LNegative epistemic bias
Cussas caramellas, batidas mi las as?
‘Have you brought the cough drops?’

H*+L L-

Results: positive evidential
bias


Irrespective of the polarity of the epistemic bias
(non-specified, positive or negative), the more
common lexicosyntactic marker is the fronted
constituent (75 %) and the pattern H*+L L- is the
more frequent intonational contour (72 %).



Appearance of the incredulity markers de aberu
(with neutral word order) with negative epistemic
bias. I.e, Ma de aberu bi nd’at? ‘Is really there
(something)?’

Positive evidential bias:
examples


Non-specified epistemic bias
Ma fizza tua,
ma professoressa
est diventada?
‘Is your daughter a teacher?’



H*+L L-

Positive epistemic bias
Ma cuddu lìberu est,
custu pacu?
‘But is that the book?’

H*+L L-



Negative epistemic bias
E tando comporadas las as?
‘So have you bought them?’

H*+L L-

Results: negative evidential
bias


Irrespective of the polarity of the epistemic bias
(non-specified, positive or negative) the negation
(with neutral word order) is the more frequent
lexicosyntactic marker (67 %) with the intonational
pattern H*+L L% (62 %).



Again, when the epistemic bias is positive the
incredulity marker beru est is found (with neutral
word order). I.e.; Ma beru est chi no bi nd’at mancu
una? ‘But there is really no candy?’

Negative evidential bias:
examples


Non-specified epistemic bias
E tando no
nd ‘endides pius, de ‘irdura?
‘So you are not going to sell vegetables anymore?’

H*+L L%


Positive epistemic bias
Giova’, ma comente mai de
caramella/mancu
una che nd’at? ma tuttu tue ti las
as mandigadas?
‘Giova’ [proper name], how is it that candy/there
is not even a candy?’

H*+L L%


Negative epistemic bias
No nd’endides pius,
de ‘irdura frisca?
‘You are not going to sell vegetables
anymore?’

H*+L L%
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The combination of non-specified evidential and
epistemic biases (maximal degree of uncertainty) is
codified through the particle a and the nuclear accent
¡H+L* L%.



Biased yes-no questions (evidential/epistemic bias)
present fronted constituents with rising-falling intonation
(H*+L L-).



When the evidential bias is negative, yes-no questions
are characterized by the presence of negation (neutral
word order: no fronted constituents, no particle a) and
rising-falling intonation (H*+L L%).
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In the collected data we do not find any specific
lexicosyntactic/prosodic marker for visual evidential bias.



The evidential marker nachi did not appear in our data
(the lexical marker nachi has an impersonal character
which we did not reflect in the survey).



The combination of opposite polarity biases yields to the
production of incredulity markers such as beru est or de
aberu ‘really’.

Future research


Survey should be modified in order to be able to elicit the
evidential marker nachi.



To find out whether the system proposed for Ittirese
Sardinian is also valid for other varieties of Sardinian.



To compare Sardinian with other romance languages
such as Catalan and Friulian.



To study the role of visual prosody in the marking of
epistemicity/evidentialiy.

Ringratziamentos






Su primu ringratziamentu bandada a Meghan
Armstrong pro àere pesadu in nois s'idea de custu
tribagliu.
Un atteru ringratziamentu forte pro sas arrejonadas
cun sas ittiresas e sa fémmina iddanoesa.
Custa faina est bistada mantesa dae su Ministerio
de Educación y Ciencia del Gobierno EspañolFEDER (FFI2009-07648/FILO e HUM2006-13295C02-01/FILO).
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